Notification from Spain

15/01/2010

ADDRESS OF SPANISH COMPANY “MARCOTRAN TRANSPORTES INTERNACIONALES SL”
ON ECMT LICENCES E00009 to E00088
Dear Ms. Shatberashvili,

We would like to inform you that in ECTM licence nº 00009 to 00088, issued to the Spanish company MARCOTRAN TRANSPORTES INTERNACIONALES, SL, have been filled in with the registered address of the company undertaking [Ctra. Nal. 232, Km. 271, 100 Pedrola (Zaragoza)] However, in the vehicles documentation appears the commercial address of the company [Tarazona, 1, 50590 Añon (Zaragoza)]. There are precedents of Spanish hauliers who have been stopped by controlling authorities of a Member country for that reason.

Given these circumstances, we kindly ask you to convey this information to all ECMT member countries in order to prevent any incident that may occur as a result of this question.

Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.

Yours faithfully

HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL ROAD
TRANSPORT

Carmen Montero Plata